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SUPPLIES 

• Sewing machine and bobbins [remember the power cord and foot pedal!]  

• Sewing machine needles: we recommend 80/12 Microtex or sharps  

• Rotary cutter with fresh blade  

• Ruler(s) - a 6”x24” ruler.  

• 12 1/2” square ruler would be useful for squaring blocks  

• sharp pins [you may wish to bring flower head pins for assembling your top.] 

• A small cutting mat that can be placed next to your machine is also useful  

• Fine-line pen or sharp pencil  

• Scissors  

• Duotang or binder for handouts plus blank paper for notes 
 

Before the first class: 
• We will be building on lessons learned in Beginner’s class, so we assume you know 

the basics: rotary cutting, 1/4” seams, etc. We also assume you know how to thread 

and operate your sewing machine, and wind bobbins. [It’s always a good idea to bring 

your machine’s user manual with you, if you still have it.] 
Thread: 

• We prefer cotton thread. Pick a colour to tone with your background fabric, or use a 

light grey [for light backgrounds] or dark grey [for dark backgrounds.] 

FABRIC 

Be sure to buy the best  100% cotton fabric you can afford.  One way to approach fabric selection is 
to find a favourite  print for the outer borders and blocks: a beautiful floral, paisley, or even a novelty 

print would be a good choice for this “focus” fabric.   

Choose your size:  

• if you simply want to learn the techniques with little homework, select a wall hanging which 
will allow you to complete most of the blocks in class.  

• Or you can choose a baby quilt in 9” blocks  

• Or a twin quilt or a queen size quilt in 12-inch blocks.  

 

Your “focus fabric” should suit the size of your blocks: smaller scale print is better for 9” blocks; 
select a larger scale print for the 12” size. [If you’re really ambitious and love a smaller print, you 

can make more smaller blocks for a bigger quilt: follow the larger quilt size fabric requirements.]  

Our fabric guidelines are just that — guidelines. Once  you have found your focus print, add a 
background fabric and a few coordinating quarter-yard cuts or “fat quarters.” If you choose to use fat 

quarters, you can begin with one or two and then add additional fat quarters as your quilt “tells you” 

what it needs. 

For this quilt, there is also a two-colour option for those who love the classic look of blue-and-white 
or red-and-white or some other version of these gorgeous graphic delights. 

Wash, dry and iron all your fabrics, checking to be sure all dyes are colour fast. Replace any fabrics 
which “run.”  

Stuck on fabric selection? Call Kim at 250 754-4333 to make a time to choose 

your fabrics.  I’m always happy to fabric shop [especially with your money!]  
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WALL HANGING—multi fabric 

� Background                    1/2 metre 

� Star points                      1/4  metre total of one or several different 

� Inside star triangles         1/8 metre [could be same as small stars] 

� Small stars/inner border  1/2 metre 

� Setting triangles              1/2 metre [could be focus or background ] 

� Sashing strips                 1 metre [could be background or contrast] 

� Focus/outer border          3/4 metre      

� Binding                          1/2 metre extra of any of the above    

Multi-Fabric                      TWIN [12” blocks] /                    CRIB [9” blocks] 

� Background                    1 metre                                          1/2 metre 

� Star points                      1/2  metre                                      1/2  metre       

              total of one or several different 

� Inside star triangles         1/2  metre                                      1/4 metre 

               [could be same  as small stars]  

� Small stars/inner border  1 1/2 metre                                    1 metre 

� Setting triangles              1 metre                                          1 metre           

               [could be focus or background  

� Sashing strips                 2 metres                                        1 1/2 metres 

                [could be background or contrast ] 

� Focus/outer border          2 metres                                        1 1/4 metres 

� Binding                           1/2 metre extra of any of the above             

QUEEN —multi fabric 

� Background                    1 1/4  metre 

� Star points                      1/2  metre total of one or several different 

� Inside star triangles         1/2  metre [could be same as small stars] 

� Small stars/inner border  2  metres 

� Setting triangles              1 1/4  metre [could be focus or background] 

� Sashing strips                 3 metres [could be background or contrast] 

� Focus/outer border          2 1/2 metres  

� Binding                          3/4 metre extra of any of the above    

TWO COLOUR 

Twin: 

� Background   5 metres 

� Foreground    3  metres 

[includes binding] 

 

Queen: 

� Background   7.5  metres 

� Foreground    3.25  metres 

      [includes binding] 

Check out Kim’s design wall for some fabric choice ideas: 

http://wordinpatchwork.wordpress.com 
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Praise be to the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ! In his great 

mercy he has given us new birth into a living hope through the 

resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead, and into an inheritance that 

can never perish, spoil or fade—kept in heaven for you, who through 

faith are shielded by God’s power until the coming of the salvation that 

is ready to be revealed in the last time. In this you greatly rejoice, 

though now for a little while you may have had to suffer grief in all 

kinds of trials.                                                              1 PETER 1: 3-6 
 

When this series was first presented in 2001-2002, we planned a September back-to-school 

message to accompany the Star of Hope. In the aftermath of September 11, 2001, we realized 

the promise in 1 Peter is even more appropriate to a season of mourning as we struggled with 

heartbreaking questions: Where is God?  How can He let this happen? 

We don’t know the answers to all of these questions. We do know that Christ wept with his 

friends when they hurt [John 11:35]. And we do know that, no matter what trials life in a 

fallen world may bring, we are never hope-less if we accept Him as Lord and Saviour. The 

events of 9/11/01 showed how quickly the worldly things we value (including life itself) 

perish, spoil, and literally crumble into dust. In spite of the pain, no matter what our trials 

may be, we still can have a deep, abiding joy: this is not all there is; we are not without hope. 

Christ himself has promised “I am the resurrection”: He who believes in me will live, even 

though he dies.”                                                               JOHN 11:25 

Step 1 — CHOOSE FABRICS 
If you’re making a multi-fabric quilt, you can make all of your Star of 

Hope blocks the same, or choose to make each one unique. Either way, 

you’ll want to cut C and E from background fabric and D from your focus 

fabric. A can either be background fabric or a medium/light that provides 

enough contrast with B to show the stars. 

If you’re making a two-colour quilt, B and D are foreground, A,C and E 

are background. 

For EACH Block # to cut    9" stars  12" stars 

A [Background]* 1 

 4 ¼"    5 ¼"   B [Star Point]* 2 

C [Background or contrast]* 1 

D [Focus] 1 
 3 ½"  

E [Background] 4 
 4 ½"  

* Making all your stars the same?   
Double the cut size  of * patches and make 8-at-a-time half-square triangles for the next step. 

Kim will demonstrate in class. 
 

NOTE: Throughout this series, 9” instructions will be BOLD face; 12” instructions will 

be ITALIC 

Lesson 1: STAR of HOPE 

Adapted from: Rejoice! A Bible Block Mystery ©2005 Kimberley I. Graham May not be reproduced without permission. 
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Step 2— MAKE  HALF-SQUARE TRIANGLES 

� Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of the A and C squares.  

� Place an A square and a B square right sides together, and sew ¼ inch 

away from each side of the diagonal line.  

� Cut on the drawn line, open out the two half-square triangle units and press 

seams toward the B triangle.  

� Repeat with the C square and the remaining B square.   

HINT: : : : If you find you have trouble with an accurate ¼" seam, you can draw the stitch-
ing line lightly too — simply place the ¼" mark of your ruler along the drawn diago-
nal line, and use a pencil or water-erasable marker to draw a second line ¼" away. 

Sew on the second line. 

Step 3—MAKE QUARTER-SQUARE TRIANGLES 

� Take one A/B half-square triangle unit and one C/B unit and place them right sides 

together, rotating one square so the B triangles do not face each other. Draw a 

diagonal line at right angles to the seam line on the top pair. Sew ¼" away 

from each side of the diagonal line. Cut along the drawn line. Open out and 

press —a shot of spray starch will help here. Repeat with the other pair of 

half-square triangles.  

* ALTERNATE METHOD: 8-AT-A-TIME HALF-SQUARE TRIANGLES. 
• Cut squares twice as big as indicated. Place light and dark squares  right sides together. 

• Draw horizontal and vertical lines at the half-way mark [see diagram.] 

• Draw diagonal lines in both directions 

• Sew 1/4” away from both sides of both DIAGONAL lines [NOT the horizontal or vertical] 

• Cut on all drawn lines. Each pair of squares will yield 8 identical half-square triangles. 

HINT:    Use a square ruler with a diagonal line to square up your units: the diagonal line 
should lie on the diagonal seam line of the block. The point where the 1 ¾" [2 2 2 2 ¼] ] ] ]  hori-
zontal mark meets the 1 1 1 1 ¾" " " " [2 2 2 2 ¼] ] ] ] vertical mark on your ruler should be exactly at the 
centre point of the block. Trim on two sides. Rotate the unit, re-align the diagonal and 

the centre marks, and trim the remaining two sides.  
Patches too small? Your ¼" seam may be too generous: try sewing a scant seam (a few 
threads less than ¼") or cut your A, B, and C patches a little bigger and trim excess. 

Step 4— ASSEMBLE BLOCKS 

� Lay out the quarter-square triangles and the remaining squares as in the 

diagram: pay close attention to colour placement. 

� Sew the patches together in three rows. Press seams in the direction of ar-

rows: toward the outside of the row on the top and bottom, toward the 

centre in the middle row. 

� Sew the three rows together. Press and square up to 9 ½” [12 ½”] 

� You’ll need 4 STAR OF HOPE blocks for a wall hanging; 6 for a twin 

size or lap quilt and 9 for a queen. 

Adapted from: Rejoice! A Bible Block Mystery ©2005 Kimberley I. Graham May not be reproduced without permission. 

Lesson 1: STAR of HOPE 
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Step 1—CHOOSE FABRICS 
Take some time to experiment with fabric placement:  you’ll make 

1 Sarah’s Choice block for a wall hanging; 2 for the twin/lap quilt; 

and 4 for queen. Note that, if you choose to make E patches alternate 

colours for one block, you will have flying geese units for a second 

mirror image block. [See Kim’s class sample.] Here are some blanks 

for you to colour 

Now the Lord was gracious to Sarah as he had said, and the Lord did 

for Sarah what he had promised.           

GENESIS 20:11 
In Genesis 14:4, God makes a covenant with Abram: He will bless 

Abram with offspring as numerous as the stars in the heavens. And 

Abram, despite his advanced years, “believed the Lord and He credited it to him as 

righteousness.” But, Sarai takes matters into her own hands in Genesis 16. In Abram's time, substitut-

ing a slave for a barren wife was a common way to ensure the birth of a male heir. The problem is: 

this is not God's way! 

How often do we make our own “Sarah’s Choice” when God seems slow to honour His promises? Do 

we shade the truth on income tax returns because we don’t trust God to provide for our financial 

needs? “Shop til we drop” hoping to satisfy our longings with things? [or fabric!] It’s hard to wait on 

God’s timing when we’re financially stressed, lonely, dissatisfied now! Like Sarai, we choose to 

make things happen, often with disastrous results. 

Praise God, He is faithful, even though we stumble as we take matters into our own hands. So, in 

Genesis 17, Abram becomes Abraham [exalted father] and Sarai becomes Sarah [showing that she 

was to become the mother of kings]. Sarah rejoices at last as Isaac is born. God achieves the impossi-

ble in an ordinary woman through His extraordinary power. 

Homework : SARAH’s CHOICE 

Patch # to cut 9" 12" 

A [background] 4 2 ¾" 3 ½" 

B  “geese” [background] 1 5 ¾" 7 ¼" 

C [background or contrast 1] 2 

3 ⅛"  D [background or contrast 2] 2 

E “sky” [star point-1 or 2 different] 4 

3 ⅞"  

CutCutCutCut    

Amounts are for one 

block; you will need to 

cut and label: 

 

Wall hanging:  1 set 

Twin/Baby:      2 sets 

Queen:             4 sets 

Adapted from: Rejoice! A Bible Block Mystery ©2005 Kimberley I. Graham May not be reproduced without permission. 
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Step 3 —HALF-SQUARE TRIANGLES 

� Draw a diagonal line from corner to corner on the wrong side of 

the D squares.  

� Place a D square on each C square. Sew ¼" away from either side 

of the drawn line. Cut along drawn line.  

� Press seam toward the background fabric. You should have four 

half-square triangle units.  
 

Step 4 — PINWHEEL UNITS 

� Sew the units from step 3 together in pairs, paying close attention 

to the placement of the light and dark triangles. Press seams to-

ward the darker triangles. 

� Butting the seam, sew the pairs into a four-patch pinwheel unit.  

� Split the seam at the centre and rotate seam allowances to form a 

small pinwheel [Kim will demonstrate in class.] 

Step 5— FLYING GEESE UNITS 

� Draw a diagonal line on each E square.  

� Place an E square on one corner of the B square. Place another E square on 

the opposite diagonal corner. (Squares will overlap).  

� Being careful to keep the squares in place, sew ¼" away from the drawn line on 

both E squares. Turn and sew ¼" away from the other side of the line.  

� Cut on the drawn line and press seam toward the resulting E triangles. (See 

diagram to the right.) 

� Add an E square to the remaining corner of each unit. Sew ¼" away from the 

diagonal line, turn and sew ¼" away on the other side.  

� Cut along the drawn line. Press seams toward the E triangles to make 4 fly-

ing geese units. Finished geese should be 2 ¾” x 5”; [3 ½ x 6½”] 

Lesson 2: SARAH’S CHOICE 

Step 6— ASSEMBLE BLOCK 

� Sew A squares to the short sides of two of the flying geese units 

from step 5. Press seams toward the squares.  

� Sew the remaining two flying geese units to the pinwheel centre.  

� Sew the block together, butting seams, and sewing through the X 

on the flying geese units. Press block well.  

HINT: Align the X where the triangles cross with the seam of the pin-
wheel unit. You will sew through the X. Press seam toward the pin-
wheel unit.  

Homework: finish , press and square up your blocks. They should all be about the same size 

[within ¼”].  

Adapted from: Rejoice! A Bible Block Mystery ©2005 Kimberley I. Graham May not be reproduced without permission. 
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Step 1 —CHOOSE THE FABRIC and SIZE 

� We’ll look at some samples [real quilts and “virtual” ones] to see the effects of con-

trast sashings, and background sashings. Your sashing strips can be as big or as 

small as you wish, although it usually looks better if they are in proportion to the 

blocks in the quilt. Make sure the finished size you choose is readily divisible by 2. 

� We like 3” finished sashing for 12” blocks and 2” finished sashing for 9” blocks 

when the sashing is in background fabric. Depending on the fabric, you might 

choose a smaller or larger size if you use contrast sashings. Within reason, this is 

one way to add a bit of width and length to your finished quilt! 
 

MY SASHING STRIPS WILL FINISH     _______” + ½”=______ W [Cut  strip width ] 
 

Step 2 —CUT SASHINGS 

� Determine the average size of blocks.  MY BLOCKS ARE______” L [Cut length] 

� Cut width-of-fabric strips the width W you chose 

� Cross cut these strips at L  intervals [this should be 9 ½” or 12 ½”] 

� If you are using a stripe for sashing, you’ll probably want to cut your fabric in L 

strips and then cross cut at W intervals so that the stripes run the length of the strip. 

Kim will demonstrate techniques for cutting large strips. 

� You will need a total of 16 for a wall hanging; 24 for twin/crib; 36 for queen 

 

Step 3 —STAR POINTS 

� FINISHED size of sashing strips ____” ÷ 2 =_____” + ½” = _____S [square size 

� Cut 4 squares for each sashing strip S” [square size]. You’ll probably want to cut 

strips width of fabric then cross cut this size to make squares. You’ll need a total of  

64 squares for the wall hanging; 96 for twin/crib; 144 for queen.  Kim will demon-

strate some ways to speed up the cutting process while maintaining accuracy. 

� Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of each square.  

Flip and Sew: This is a great, if somewhat wasteful, technique for accurately piecing small 

units. The thrifty among us save the cut-off corners and use them to make small half-square 

triangles. [They’re great for “leaders and enders” too.] 

� 1. Right sides together, align a square with the upper right corner of a sashing piece 

Pay close attention to the direction of the diagonal line 

� Sew ON the diagonal line.  

� Press the triangle toward the corner: either trim away the background 

and the other half of the square or leave one or both in place for stabil-

ity. 2. Add another square to the opposite corner. Note that this will 

overlap the first triangle. Sew as before. 

� 3. Continue adding squares around the sashing piece to complete the unit. 

� Kim will demonstrate a technique for chain piecing these units to speed up the proc-

ess. This will go much faster than you would think! 

1. 2. 3.

Homework: make sure you have at least cut and drawn lines on star points. We’ll finish up 

sashing and add cornerstones next week. 
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Step 1 —CUT CORNERSTONES 

These will probably be the same fabric as your star 

points.  You will need 12 squares cut the width of 

the sashing strips for Wall hanging size;  17 for 

Twin/crib quilt;  24 for Queen. 
 

Step 2 —SEW SASHINGS TO BLOCKS 

� Sew a sashing strip to one side of each block. 

� Sew a cornerstone to a second sashing strip 

and sew this unit to an adjacent side of the 

block to make a unit: 

 

 

Step 3 —BEGIN LAYOUT 

� Lay blocks out in order.  Remember you are 

working in diagonal rows. 

� Follow the order indicated by the numbers in 

the diagram to sew blocks together in diago-

nal rows, adding sashing strips as indicated. 

� Sew sashing strips and corner stones into di-

agonal rows as indicated. Although they show 

up as triangles in the diagram, sew corner 

stones on the ends of sashing rows: they will 

be trimmed later. 

� Flower head pins will help you keep track of your rows as you move your blocks to 

the machine for sewing. Be slow and patient: it takes a bit of thinking to “get” the 

on-point layout. For the pictured layout, ** will be added to a setting triangle in the 

next step. 

 

Step 4 —SETTING TRIANGLES 

� Make these easier to deal with by starching and pressing fabric to control the bias 

edges. 

� Cut side setting triangles. I have found the easiest way to determine the size for 

these is to measure the DIAGONAL of a block. Add at least 1” [if I have the fab-

ric, I like to add 2” for insurance] and cut blocks this size. Cut the blocks on both di-

agonals to yield 4 setting triangles. Repeat to make as many setting triangles as 

you will need: you may have a couple left over. 

� Cut corner setting triangles. The easiest way to figure this size is to divide the 

diagonal size by 2. Add at least 1” and cut 2 blocks this size. Cut in half on one 

diagonal to make 4 corner triangles. Label these and set aside. 

¼ 

¼ 

¼ 

¼ 

¼ 

½ ½ 

½ 

1 

2 

½ 

** 

¼ 3 

4 
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� Sew the ** indicated sashing strip/cornerstone unit to a setting triangle as indicated 

� Lay out your sewn sections, adding side setting triangles where they belong.  

� Sew section 1 to section 2. If making a queen size quilt, continue to add strips to com-

plete the “top right” half of the quilt. Add a corner triangle to complete the half. 

� Sew the other half of the quilt in a similar matter, sewing 3 to 4 etc. Add a corner tri-

angle to the bottom to complete this half. 

� Sew the two halves together: you will probably need to pin this seam to make sure the 

corner stones and star points align appropriately.  

� Add the last two corner triangles to complete the quilt centre.  

� Press: remember to work in a diagonal motion with the quilt to make sure it lies as flat 

as possible. 

� Trim at least 1/4” beyond the points of blocks and sashing: take your time! You’ll be 

trimming off excess setting triangles plus the cornerstone blocks along the edge. It’s 

okay to “float” the centre a bit: it’s much preferable to chopping off the 1/4” seam al-

lowance. 
 

BORDERSBORDERSBORDERSBORDERS    

� We chose a narrow inner border the same fabric as the small stars and a little bit nar-

rower than the sashing strips. [2”] You can decide for yourself what looks best, or 

choose based on how much fabric you have left. Measure the centre of the quilt at top, 

bottom and centre; add these measurements and divide by 3 to find the average width. 

Piece border strips and cut two this measurement 

 

TOP____+ MIDDLE____+ BOTTOM_____÷3= __________ TOP AND BOTTOM  

� Press these borders away from the quilt. Measure left, centre and right including the 

top and bottom borders to find the length of side borders: 

 

LEFT____+CENTRE_____+RIGHT _____÷3= __________ SIDE BORDERS 

� Press and measure in a similar fashion to find sizes for the wide outer borders. Many 

quilters choose to cut these borders the length of the fabric rather than the width to 

minimize stretch, eliminate seams and to make the most of their fabric. If you did this 

at the beginning of the project, measure and cut the fabric you set aside. Otherwise, 

cut and piece width of fabric strips.  

Lessons 4& 5 LAYOUT [continued] 

TADA!!! Your quilt top is finished! Layer, quilt and bind as you wish: if you chose 
to use background sashing strips, you’ll have lots of lovely background areas to 
practice your freemotion techniques. If you used a contrast fabric, you’ll want to 
stitch along the edges of the sashing strips and outline the star blocks.  
 
Be sure to add a label when you’re done: I’m excited to see your finished projects! 
 
If you run into trouble, or have questions, please feel free to give me a call: 
 

Kim Graham 250-754-4333 or whiskerwerx@shaw.ca 


